Flexiti Argentina (Rosario-Sta Fe –ON-SITE job) is looking for a Senior .NET Engineer to join the
team!
Senior .NET Engineer - Innovation Area
Profile Requirements:
Technical Background
* Must have 5+ years of experience in C# .NET
* Must be a passionate coder and have advanced C# and .NET knowledge
* Must have advanced knowledge of web standards and practices (HTTP, HTML, XML, CSS)
* MuleSoft is a big asset.
*Should have knowledge data integration
* Must have intermediate SQL knowledge
* Must be familiar with design patterns (SOLID, DDD, CQRS)
* Must be familiar with modern application architecture, microservices and message brokering
* Must have experience in .NET Core and ASP.NET Core
* Must have experience in unit testing (TDD a big plus)
* Should be familiar with xUnit and Moq
* Should have experience using CI/CD tools (Jenkins, TeamCity, Azure DevOps)
* Should have some experience in SQL Server 2012+ and Transact-SQL
* Should have some experience in JavaScript (ES6, ES2017)
* Should be familiar with Agile methodologies (Scrum / Kanban)
* Experience supporting ASP.NET Web Forms applications is a plus
* Experience in configuring Azure DevOps is a plus
* Experience in and/or knowledge of NodeJS APIs is a plus
* Experience in and/or knowledge of document databases is a plus
* Experience in and/or knowledge of one of the major Web UI frameworks (React, Angular, Vue) is
a plus
* PowerShell and bash scripting ability are a plus
English Language:
* Must be able to communicate technical knowledge in written English without assistance
(advanced)
* Must be able to produce technical documentation in English (advanced)
* Must be able to participate in English audio/video calls (intermediate to advanced)
Soft skills:
* Business innovation activist. Constantly looking for solutions to meet business goals in the long
run
* Self-taught. Ability to research and learn new technologies without supervision
* Team player. Ability to build knowledge on his/her own and share it with the team
* Resilient. Capable of adapting to business change and technology change, and evolving with those
changes
Benefits at the company
•
Competitive salary in CAD (Canadian dollars)
•
Health plan for all the family (OSDE)
•
Gym allowance
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•

English classes in-company

JOIN THE TEAM

!

Please apply on https://flexiti.catsone.com/careers/77849-General/jobs/11650635-Senior-NetInnovation
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